GROWING PARTNERSHIPS!
Short Update of Travels to the US and back, June 2016

Baltimore Halt
A new stop for NIEA ministry. Hosted by Drs Tony and Suchetha Verghese, key
opportunities were created to develop new partners in the Maryland area. These
included stops at John Hopkins Institute, Justice Ventures International and Freedom Church. Please read on for exciting developments….

Breeding Innovation
Heparin, Warfarin, the world’s first Urological Dept, the development of the first
Nursing school and on and on….are part of the distinctive history of John Hopkins
School of Medicine, which exemplifies the Promise of Medicine. Nominated for 20
consecutive years, as the Best Institution for the Practice of Medicine, it was aweinspiring to visit this institution close to the Baltimore Harbour, founded in 1893 by
Sir John Hopkins.
His initial bequest of $7 Million then, for the School of Medicine (valued at $11
Billion today) paved the way to found this institution of global excellence and with
a focus on cutting edge research and development. No wonder, one of their
ethos’ is “Make Diseases Curable!”
Dr Jimmy Miller MD, resident at
John Hopkins MedicinePaediatric program who had visited CMCH, last year was a special
inspiration to meet again, and who
facilitated this visit for both Dr Mary
Verghese and Dr Alex Philip.
Dr Jimmy is hopeful of continuing
to share about Bihar’s Health Scenario with colleagues at JHSM and
return to serving in Bihar next year
for a brief visit again.
Pray for the development of the
School of Nursing, CMCH, Purnia.
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Dr Jimmy Miller, along with Dr Alex P and Dr Mary Verghese at the John Hopkins Hospital entrance, where a giant size status of
Jesus Christ beckoning those who are weary and heavy laden has been erected.

ODPC & JVI
Open Door Presbyterian Church,
long time partners with JVI and
who have visited NIEA’s ministry in
the North, hosted Dr Mary Verghese and Dr Alex Philip along with Mr
Jeff Pankratz for a brief discussion
over lunch on June 20th to explore
the partnership.

Jeff and Sue Pankratz, at their home, with Dr Mary Verghese and son-in-law Dr Tony

Justice for the Voiceless

ODPC members serve on the JVI
Board and likewise have visited
several sites in India where victims
of bonded labor have been rehabilitated and where life-skills are being provided for those rescued
from human trafficking..
Along with JVI and ODPC, the
possibility of extending the Lord’s
Kingdom is promising. Please
pray!

Justice Ventures International (JVI) has been a partners with NIEA for the past
half a decade, serving the needs of children and those in bonded labor especially
in Bihar, N. India. Through a network of legal experts and social activists, over
300 men and women from multi-generational bonded labor have been rescued in
multiple raids conducted at brick kilns and agricultural farms in the past year.
Jeff Pankratz, President of JVI visited Bihar over six years ago to speak of the
possibility of extending God’s Kingdom through the service of the voiceless and
the homeless. Since then, Justice Resource Centers have been established in
different parts of India, two of which are in Bihar, in Gaya and Purnia. Dr Sue
Pankratz remembers fondly her contribution to medical services during the 2008
Bihar Kosi Flood disaster which affected more than 10 million people and where
alongside NIEA’s medical team served victims of the flood disaster.

Advocacy, Rescue & Rehabilitation
JVI has been instrumental in providing information on the Constitutional framework as pertaining to bonded laborers and those involved in human trafficking to
hundreds of policemen, lawyers, and judges in the recent past. This service
“provides the needed education and awareness to the public authorities” who are
responsible for the rescue of the victims. I
NIEA is also considering assisting with the care of the children rescued from these
situations, so that they may be rehabilitated with a regular educational program for
their progress and development As such, JVI follows up all victims for a minimum
of two years and this is likely to be extended for a longer duration, so that rescued
victims have the opportunity to advance in life knowing the true liberator’s eternal
love and purpose.

Speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves; ensure justice
for those being crushed. (Prov 31:8 NLT)

A small girl released from bonded
labor, in Gaya, Bihar.

Freedom
Church, MD
Father’s Day was celebrated at Freedom
Church, Baltimore with
Pastor Mike Crawford,
Pastor Tyler and congregation.
Dale and Carolyn Harris
who serve at CMCH, Purnia consider Freedom
Church their home church
and have attending here
for some time.
“Our prayers continue to
be with Dale and Carolyn
Harris and the work of
NIEA” said Pastor Mike,
who has committed to
continue seeking ways
they can serve needs in
India.
Bob and Judy Ball, along with Christine Pujyana—NIEA USA Board members with Dr. Alex

Global Medical Mission Alliance
The 6th Global Medical Mission Alliance conference was held in Bethel Korean
Church, Irvine on June 24-25, 2016. For the over 1000 participants at this biennial
conference, it was a time of renewal, refreshing and re-focusing on God’s plan for
a hurting world.
“This conference is not intended to celebrate human achievements, but to
acknowledge GOD’s steadfast righteousness over HIS people. I pray that we will
all experience HIS Presence on a deeper level, heed His Perfect Timing and find
His Calling for our lives” said President Peter Chung MD, of the GMMA/KAMHC in
his address to the participants.
NIEA USA Board members (see above) made an effort to be present and to speak
to the participants and delegates about medical mission opportunities in India
mainly through NIEA’s newly opened hospital, the Christian Medical Centre &
Hospital, in Purnia, Bihar.
As a follow up, Dr Daeyoung Roh, Executive Committee member, s committed to
assist in developing CMCH in the future; “Yes, we will work together. As we

spoke, lets work together to develop a hospital teaching program for the
doctors.” said Dr Roh in a follow up email recently post conference.

Finally, thank you very much!
The past month has been hectic and busy. The time away from Bihar has been in
many ways been helpful to gain perspective and also to meet several existing and
new partners of the NIEA.
Theological Education. Children’s Services. Medical Mission. Scripture Translation—these are the four strong themes that continue to emerge defining what
NIEA is all about today!
I am grateful to each of NIEA’s partners who are standing with the ministry in India
in prayer, encouragement, and support. Am grateful to the NIEA USA Board
members who were instrumental in several strategic results during this trip. It was
great to see Mr Tim Harding and also speak to Dr Jim Cannon during the past
weeks.

Let’s not forget—Transformation & Innovation
NIEA is to see a New India leading as many as possible to Christ, especially the
most needy in society, by being a catalyst for transformative innovation throughout
India and beyond..

NEW INDIA EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION

With a grateful heart and with prayers,
Matt 6:33

Alex Philip
Executive Director, NIEA India

Pastor Philip Macintosh of
Horizon Calvary Fellowship,
San Diego, CA partners in
Bible Translation.

